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Slavery in Massachusettsby Henry David ThoreauSlavery in Massachusetts is an 1854 essay
by Henry David Thoreau based on a speech he gave at an anti-slavery rally at Framingham,
Massachusetts, on July 4, 1854, after the re-enslavement in Boston, Massachusetts of fugitive
slave Anthony Burns.About the Author:Henry David Thoreau (July 12, 1817 - May 6, 1862;
born David Henry Thoreau) was an American author, naturalist, transcendentalist, tax resister,
development critic, and philosopher who is best known for Walden, a reflection upon simple
living in natural surroundings, and his essay, Civil Disobedience, an argument for individual
resistance to civil government in moral opposition to an unjust state.Thoreaus books, articles,
essays, journals, and poetry total over 20 volumes. Among his lasting contributions were his
writings on natural history and philosophy, where he anticipated the methods and findings of
ecology and environmental history, two sources of modern day environmentalism.He was a
lifelong abolitionist, delivering lectures that attacked the Fugitive Slave Law while praising
the writings of Wendell Phillips and defending the abolitionist John Brown. Thoreaus
philosophy of nonviolent resistance influenced the political thoughts and actions of such later
figures as Leo Tolstoy, Mohandas K. Gandhi, and Martin Luther King, Jr.Thoreau is often
claimed as an inspiration by anarchists, as well. Though Civil Disobedience calls for
improving rather than abolishing government - I ask for, not at once no government, but at
once a better government - the direction of this improvement aims at anarchism: That
government is best which governs not at all; and when men are prepared for it, that will be the
kind of government which they will have.
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Massachusetts Bay Colony was the first slave-holding colony in New England. The first slaves
were brought to the colony in the early 17th. SLAVERY IN MASSACHUSETTS by Henry
David Thoreau as one among many, to speak on the subject of slavery in Massachusetts; but I
was surprised. Within this web presentation, the Massachusetts Historical Society brings
together historical manuscripts and rare published works that serve as a window upon. Freed
slaves in Massachusetts continued in an inferior social position, legally free but with fewer
civil rights than whites. They were treated equally by the legal . Massachusetts was the first
slave-holding colony in New England, though the exact beginning of black slavery in what
became Massachusetts cannot be dated . On this day in , a ship returned to Massachusetts Bay
from the West Indies after a seven-month voyage. Its cargo included cotton, tobacco and, as
far as we .
Image: Slave Ship in Salem Harbor. Massachusetts Bay Colony was the first slave-holding
colony in New England, though the exact beginning of black slavery. In , when the
Massachusetts Constitution went into effect, slavery was legal in the Commonwealth.
However, during the years to , in three related. Africans and African Americans enslaved in
18th-century Massachusetts yearned for freedom. As the formerly enslaved poet Phillis
Wheatley put it in a letter of. Its cargo included cotton, tobacco and, as far as we know, the
first African slaves to be imported into Massachusetts. When the Pequot Indians. SLAVERY
IN MASSACHUSETTS. By Ellen Knight1. Because the North was free while the South was
slave during the Abolitionist and Civil War eras, one may. Excerpted from Tyrannicide:
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Forging an American Law of Slavery in Revolutionary South Carolina and Massachusetts by
Emily Blanck. The Rise and Fall of the Slave Trade in Massachusetts Part I. By Cliff Odle. In ,
the Pilgrims reached land in the new world and set up a colony. Plymouth, as. By the end of
the Revolutionary war, slavery was commonplace in colonial Massachusetts. Many prominent
citizens, such as merchant and Son of Liberty John.
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